
“I would like to suggest that it is possible that quantum mechanics fails for
 large distances and large objects. Now, mind you, I do not say that quantum mechanics 
does fail at large distances, I only say that it is not inconsistent with what we do know. 
If this failure of quantum mechanics is connected with gravity, we might speculatively 
expect this to happen for masses such that GM2/hc = 1, of M near 10-5 grams, which 
corresponds to some 1018 particles.”

                                                                                                              - Feynman (1957)

“There is no doubt that quantum mechanics has seized hold of a beautiful element 
of truth and that it will be a touchstone for a future theoretical basis in that it must 
be deducible as a limiting case from that basis, just as electrostatics is deducible from 
the Maxwell equations of the electromagnetic field or as thermodynamics is deducible 
from statistical mechanics. I do not believe that quantum mechanics will be the 
starting point in the search for this basis, just as one cannot arrive at the foundations 
of mechanics from thermodynamics or statistical mechanics.” 

                                                                                                              - Einstein (1936)
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Plan of the Talk 

1.    What is spontaneous localization? 

2.      How is it being tested in the laboratory? 

3.     Space-time as a consequence of spontaneous localization
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1. What is spontaneous localization?
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Non-relativistic Quantum Mechanics 

A. The evolution of a quantum system obeys the Schrodinger equation: 

B. When a quantum system interacts with a classical measuring 
apparatus, its wave-function randomly collapses to one of the eigenstates: 

i~ @ 
@t

= H 

| >= a| 1 > +b| 2 >

| 1 >

| 2 >

with probability |a|2

with probability |b|2
OR



Quantum mechanics is extremely successful. We can live with postulate B.  

But… 

• How is a classical measuring apparatus defined? 

• How large must a quantum system be, before we call it classical? 

• Why is the measuring apparatus never seen in superposed states? 

• If Schrodinger equation is universal; why outcomes are random? 

• Schrodinger equation is linear: collapse violates linear superposition 

• Schrodinger equation is deterministic: why probabilities, Born rule?

- Steven Weinberg (2017):  The trouble with quantum mechanics  
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There is randomness in quantum mechanics, undoubtedly 

What to do about it? 

Let it be…..Copenhagen Interpretation 

Try to understand the randomness 

• Randomness is illusory….many-worlds interpretation 

• Randomness is in the initial conditions….Bohmian mechanics 

• It is in the dynamics … Spontaneous Localisation (falsifiable)
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Spontaneous Localisation:       Replace postulate B 
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Unified dynamics for microscopic and macroscopic systems 

(Ghirardi, Rimini, Weber ;     Phys. Rev. D 1986)



SPONTANEOUS LOCALISATION MODFIES QUANTUM MECHANCS:          

POSTULATE A: (unchanged)


Evolution  of a particle obeys the Schrodinger equation:

i~ @ 
@t

= H 

POSTULATE B is replaced by B’ : 

The wave function of the particle undergoes spontaneous  
collapses at a rate    to a region of size rc around  random  
locations x, with a probability  
 

|ψ(x) |2

Between any two collapses, evolution follows the Schrodinger equation.

�GRW ⇠ 10�17sec�1 rc ⇠ 10�5cm

Suggested values for the two new constants, for nucleons:

λ



Spontaneous Localisation = Modified Quantum Mechanics 

Given a system of N particles, its dynamics satisfies the following 
properties. During its evolution, the wave function undergoes repeated 
spontaneous collapses at random times, mathematically described as:

 t(x1,x2, . . .xN ) �! Ln(x) t(x1,x2, . . .xN )

kLn(x) t(x1,x2, . . .xN )k

Ln(x) =
1

(⇡r2C)
3/4

e�(qn�x)2/2r2C ,

pn(x) ⌘ kLn(x) t(x1,x2, . . .xN )k2,

The jumps are assumed to occur according to a  
Poisson process, with a frequency  �

Between any two collapses, evolution satisfies Schrodinger equation.
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Quantum Theory is a limiting case of the GRW model,


with λ = 0,  and 1/rc   = 0.  

1/rc

λ

QM

RULED OUT BY EXPERIMENTS

• GRW
Allowed



Examples of Spontaneous Localisation
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Initial state Gaussian with width r >> rc

Jump occurs to peak of Gaussian

Final state is a Gaussian of width rc

 (x) =
1

4
p
⇡r

exp�(x� a)2/2r2

>xx=a.

r

 (x) !  xL=a(x) =
1

N
exp� (x� a)2

2r2c
⇥ exp� (x� a)2

2r2
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Initial state Gaussian with width r << rc

Jump occurs to peak of Gaussian

Final state is same as initial state.
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2a >> rc

r << rcWidth

-a +a

+

Superposition:

Jump occurs to x=a:

Final state: superposition destroyed
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-a a

2a << rc 

r << r_c

+

Superposition:

Jump occurs to x=a:

Final state same as before: superposition  not destroyed
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Composite system: solid object

Superposition: entangled state

+ +

1 2

If particle 1 jumps, say to the right peak, then: 

entanglement destroyed

: Resolution of  Schrodinger’s cat paradox

1 12 2
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The Amplification Mechanism

• Consider a  (superposition of) Bound State of two nucleons: 

• It will collapse to y when either one of the two 
nucleons collapses.  

So the collapse rate is 2λ

• Now if there is a macroscopic bound state 
of N nucleons, the collapse rate is Nλ

• This is the amplification mechanism which
    solves the measurement problem.

| >= | 1S > | 1A > +| 2S > | 2A >

| >= | 1x > | 2x > +| 1y > | 2y >

= [(spin up)*(pointer to the left) + (spin down)*(pointer to the right)] 
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Composite system: not all macroscopic superpositions collapse: ideal gas

+[ ] [ + ]

+ +

1 2

If particle 1 
jumps, then:

+

[ + ]
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 Models of wave function collapse, underlying theories, and experimental tests 

A. Bassi, K. Lochan, S. Satin, TPS, H. Ulbricht; Reviews of Modern Physics 85 (2013) 471

Slide courtesy:  
Angelo Bassi



Micro-world

Superposition
holds

                    ➔104 nucleons

Macro-world

Superposition
does not hold

⬅ 1018 nucleons

Meso-world

??

What could be 
happening here?

Decoherence does not explain absence of superpositions
 22

Scale up of quantum technologies?



• Should have a nonlinear part, which breaks superposition. 

• The nonlinear part should be stochastic, so as to  
allow random outcomes, and avoid faster than light-signalling. 

• The nonlinear terms should be anti-Hermitean, if they have  
to cause collapse. 

• The nonlinear equation should be such that the  
Born probability rule is recovered. 

• There should be an amplification mechanism, so that  
the nonlinearity is negligible for microscopic systems.

Dynamics: Constraints on modifying the Schrodinger equation
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• A modified Schrodinger equation [PHENOMENOLOGY]

d t =


� i

~Hdt+
p
�(q � hqit)dWt �

�

2
(q � hqit)2dt

�
 t

• Nonlinear, stochastic, gives Born probability rule

d = ↵ dt+ � dW Demand norm preservation and no signalling:
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Spontaneous Localisation



d t =


� i

~Hdt +

p
�

m0

Z
dx(M(x)� hM(x)it)dWt(x)�

�

2m2
0

Z
dx (M(x)� hM(x)it)2dt

�
 t

M(x) =
X

j

mjNj(x),

Nj(x) =

Z
dyg(y � x)  †

j (y) j(y),

g(x) =
1

�p
2⇡rC

�3 e�x2/2r2C

� =
�

(4⇡r2C)
3/2

.

Continuous Spontaneous Localisation

dE

dt
=

3�

4

~2
r2C

M

m2
N

.
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Heating by the Noise Field

• Because of the Brownian motion caused by the noise field, there is a secular

centre-of-mass energy gain.


• For a body comprised of many particles, and having a total mass M:

dE

dt
=

3

4
�
~2
r2C

M

m2
N

H ≃ 0.32 λ J/kgHence:



Path Integral in quantum mechanics,  and Spontaneous Localisation 

[Bhatt, TPS, +   (2018, submitted)]

⇢(xN , yN , t) =

Z

all paths
[Dx][Dy]⇥ exp

✓
i

~ (S[x(t)]� S[y(t)]

◆
⇥

exp

✓
��

Z t

0
dt

✓
1� exp

x(t)� y(t)2

4r2C

◆◆
⇢(x0, y0, t = 0)dx0dy0
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λT ≪ 1 Quantum Behaviour

λT ≫ 1 Classical Behaviour

λT ∼ 1 Neither Quantum nor Classical



Outstanding Challenges

1. What is the physical origin of spontaneous collapse?
 

2. To develop a relativistic version of the spontaneous collapse model
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2. How is spontaneous localisation  being tested for, in the laboratory?

 29
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

1. Bounds from known physics


2.   Interferometric Tests


3.  Non-interferometric Tests

30/70



Constraints from astrophysics and cosmology

• Dissociation of cosmic hydrogen: � < 1

• Heating of interstellar dust grains:  � < 10�2

• Heating of intergalactic medium: � < 10�9

• Bound from spectral distortion of CMBR: � < 10�4

• Generation of density perturbations during inflation

 31



Constraints from other physical prcesses

• No Decay of supercurrents in SQUIDS: � < 10�3

• No Proton decay: � < 10

• Spontaneous X-ray emission from Germanium: � < 10�11

• Effect on rate of radiation from free electrons: � < 10�5
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Non-interferometric Tests

Random Walk Induced by Spontaneous Collapse 

Bulk Heating of Solids
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ΔxCSL = λ1/2 [ ℏ2f(R /rC)
6m2

Nr2
c ] t3/2

Translational diffusion of a sphere because of spontaneous collapse:  

= 20λ1/2t3/2

Should dominate over radiative diffusion and collisional diffusion 

Can be achieved at a pressure of about a pico-Torr 

We suggested experiments with micro-cantilevers and levitated nano spheres



ΔxCSL = λ1/2 [ ℏ2f(R /rC)
6m2

Nr2
c ] t3/2

Translational diffusion of a sphere because of repeated spontaneous collapses:  

= 20λ1/2t3/2

Should dominate over radiative diffusion and collisional diffusion 

Can be achieved at a pressure of about a pico-Torr 

We suggested experiments with micro-cantilevers and levitated nano spheres

 37
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tequantum.eu

EC Horizons 2020

The Levitated Nanosphere

http://tequantum.eu


Future Experimental Tests

Go up in space

Go underground
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Phys. Rev. A (submitted)
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Measuring bulk heating via measuring temperature gradient

 48



(Mishra, Vinante, TPS (2018))
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3. Space-time as a consequence of spontaneous localization

Refs. 

1. Trace dynamics and a non-commutative special relativity, 
       Kinjalk Lochan and TPS, Phys. Lett. A375 (2011) 3747 

2.   Statistical thermodynamics for a non-commutative special relativity: 
      emergence of a generalised quantum dynamics, 

Kinjalk Lochan, Seema Satin and TPS, Found. Phys. 42 (2012) 15 

3. Space and time as a consequence of Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber quantum jumps, 
    TPS,  Zeitschrift fur Naturforschung A73 (2018) 923 

4. Space-time from collapse of the wave function, TPS, arXiv:1809.03441 (2018)
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The need for a formulation of quantum theory, without classical time
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QT
CST

CM

CST

III. LEVEL THREE : CLASSICAL DYNAMICS

II. LEVEL TWO: QT ON A CLASSICAL SPACE-TIME

ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2

ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2

 52



i~@ 
@t

= H ↑
Part of a classical spacetime↑

Is produced by classical bodies
↗
Are a limiting case of
↰

The problem of time in quantum theory

Quantum theory depends on classical time.
Classical time comes from quantum theory!

_____________________________

 53

Level II. is fundamentally problematic



A possible formulation of quantum theory without classical space-time
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ds2 = Tr d ̂s2 ≡ Tr [c2d ̂t2 − d ̂x2]
QT

OST

I. Level ONE : Extended Hilbert Space  (No CST)

III. Level THREE : CLASSICAL DYNAMICS

QT
CST

II. LEVEL TWO: QT ON A CLASSICAL SPACE-TIME

CM

CSTds2 = c2dt2 − dx2

ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2
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• Minimum departure from classical space-time: Non-commuting coordinates

ds2 = Tr d ̂s2 ≡ Tr[c2 d ̂t2 − dx̂2]

• Construct a Poincare invariant classical dynamics for operator matter d.o.f.  

• Construct a statistical thermodynamics from this matrix classical dynamics

• The thermal averages of the matter d.o.f obey a relativistic quantum theory, 

with the space-time coordinates still operators but now commuting with each other.

qμ
i

• This is the sought after quantum theory without classical space-time for 

iℏ
∂
∂s

|ψ > = H |ψ >

qμ
i

• Extended Hilbert Space = Entire physical universe

• How to go from Level I. to Level III:  Relativistic Spontaneous Localisation
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ds2 = Tr d ̂s2 ≡ Tr [c2d ̂t2 − d ̂x2]
QT

OST

I. Level ONE : Extended Hilbert Space  (No CST)

III. Level THREE : CLASSICAL DYNAMICS

QT
CST

II. LEVEL TWO: QT ON A CLASSICAL SPACE-TIME

CST

CM
ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2

ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2
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Space-time from Collapse of the Wave-function

Relativistic Spontaneous Localisation
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ASIDE: Recall: Spontaneous Collapse (the GRW theory) 

Given a system of N particles, its dynamics satisfies  
the following properties. During its evolution, the wave  
function undergoes repeated spontaneous collapse at  
random times, mathematically described as: 

 t(x1,x2, . . .xN ) �! Ln(x) t(x1,x2, . . .xN )

kLn(x) t(x1,x2, . . .xN )k

Ln(x) =
1

(⇡r2C)
3/4

e�(qn�x)2/2r2C ,

pn(x) ⌘ kLn(x) t(x1,x2, . . .xN )k2,

The jumps are assumed to occur according to a  
Poisson process, with a frequency  �

Between jumps, the Schrodinger equation holds.
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• Define the self-adjoint space-time operator commuting with the  q̂n̂x = ( ̂t, x̂)

• State labelled by eigenvalues of ̂x : ψ(xμ
1 , xμ

2 , . . . , xμ
N)

• Given the wave-function of an N  particle relativistic quantum system in the 
extended Hilbert space, the n-th particle randomly undergoes spontaneous  
collapse to an eigenvalue xμ of ̂xμ

ψs(xμ
1 , xμ

2 , . . . , xμ
N) ⟶

Ln(xμ)ψs(xμ
1 , xμ

2 , . . . , xμ
N)

∥Ln(t)ψs(xμ
1 , xμ

2 , . . . , xμ
N)∥

Ln(xμ) =
1

(πtC)2
e−( ̂qμ

n−xμ)2/2c2t2
C

pn(xμ) ≡ ∥Ln(xμ)ψs(xμ
1 , xμ

2 , . . . , xμ
N)∥2

• Jumps are distributed in Trace time s with a frequency ηGRW

• Between any two jumps the state vector evolves according to the Schrodinger eqn.

iℏ
∂ψ
∂s

= Hψ(s)
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I. Level ONE : Extended Hilbert Space  (No CST)

III. Level THREE : CLASSICAL DYNAMICS

CM
CST

ds2 = Tr d ̂s2 ≡ Tr [c2d ̂t2 − d ̂x2]

Spontaneous Localisation Produces Classical Space and Time

QT
OST

II. Level TWO

QT
CST

ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2
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Recovering Quantum Theory on a Classical Space-time
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ds2 = Tr d ̂s2 ≡ Tr [c2d ̂t2 − d ̂x2]
QT

OST

I. Level ONE : Extended Hilbert Space  (No CST)

III. Level THREE : CLASSICAL DYNAMICS

QT
CST

II. LEVEL TWO: QT ON A CLASSICAL SPACE-TIME

CST

CM

HOW TO GET TO LEVEL II. ?

ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2

ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2

 63



• We re-interpret the standard GRW theory at Level II: operator ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xN)

• Given the wave-function of an N particle quantum system in Hilbert space, 
the n-th particle undergoes spontaneous collapse to a random eigenvalue  x of 

ψt(x1, x2, …xN) ⟶
Ln(x)ψt(x1, x2, …xN)

∥Ln(x)ψt(x1, x2, …xN)∥

Ln(x) =
1

(πr2
C)3/4

e−(q̂n−x)2/2r2
C

pn(x) ≡ ∥Ln(x)ψt(x1, x2, …xN)∥2

• Jumps are distributed in time as a Poisson process with frequency λGRW

• Between any two jumps the state-vector evolves according to the standard 
Schrodinger equation.

• Thus GRW  postulates are equivalent to the case where we introduce a space operator 
on Hilbert space and get rid of physical three-space.

 64

• This helps us understand the difference between Level I. and II. :

x̂

x̂ and,



Differences between Level I. and Level II.

(i) If the operator nature of time is suppressed, and spontaneous localisation is ignored, 
then relativistic quantum field theory on level I. coincides with relativistic quantum field 
theory on Level II.

 (ii) if the operator nature of time is suppressed, and spontaneous localisation is 
invoked, then one arrives from the relativistic collapse model of Section III. to the non-
relativistic GRW theory at Level II. 

(iii) In order to make a relativistic version of the GRW theory, we must invoke an operator 
nature for time.  

• Thus quantum theory at Level I. differs from quantum theory at Level II, in that at level I. 
time is an operator, while at level II. it is not. This is the feature that is lost in the hybrid 
dynamics at level II. 

• If time is an operator, we should observe quantum interference in time. Assume: 

tc = rc /c ηGRW = λGRW

rc = 10−5 cm, tc = 10−16 s, λGRW = 10−16 s−1
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Quantum interference in time: 

A quantum particle arrives at a spatial location x=0 as a Gaussian  
spread in operator time, and peaked at classical time t = t1

Let the particle return to the same location at a later classical time t = t2

t2 − t1 < σ

being the width of the Gaussian in timeσ

Since the two Gaussians overlap in time, they interfere; a consequence 
perhaps being `fringes’ in the energy spectrum. 

How to experimentally test if a generalised quantum theory has the  
time-energy commutator: 

                   ??

 66

[t, E] = iℏ



Spontaneous Localization in Time

Quantum Interference in Time will not be observed in 
Macroscopic Systems

 67



Outstanding Challenges

1. Generalise to quantum field theory 

2.    Include gravity 

 68



Micro-world

Superposition
holds

                    ➔104 nucleons

Macro-world

Superposition
does not hold

⬅ 1018 nucleons

Meso-world

What could be 
happening here?

New physics  
perhaps

Decoherence does not explain absence of superpositions
 69
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SUMMARY 

• The Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber (GRW) theory of spontaneous collapse provides a  
falsifiable solution of the measurement problem. 

• It is being tested in the laboratory. 

• Quantum theory has another problem: the problem of time. 

• There ought to exist a formulation of quantum theory without classical time. 

• We propose one such possible formulation 

• From this formulation, we recover classical space-time and matter by proposing a 
relativistic generalisation of the GRW spontaneous localisation. 

• We also explain how standard quantum theory with a classical time is recovered. 

• We predict two new phenomena: quantum interference of time, and spontaneous 
localisation of time. !71



New Book from Cambridge University Press  (2018)

“Collapse models are now moving from conferences on philosophy and physics to the 
experimental arena, and this volume assembled by Shan Gao is a timely collection of essays by 
leading practitioners which views collapse theories from multiple vantage points. It’s valuable 
reading for theorists, experimenters, and philosophers of physics alike.”

                                               - Stephen L. Adler - Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey


